
Short tour description/route characteristics: The tour leads over a total of 9 Dolomite passes and thus offers a lot of curves and wonderful landscape impressions!  
The route runs partly on very narrow roads and is also demanding due to the altitude profile and length.
First of all, it goes steeply uphill from Montan to Truden - a small but fine road that is always a lot of fun! In Kaltenbrunn we reach the main route again, which we 
follow over the Passo San Lugano (1097 m) past Cavalese to Predazzo. Passing the Lago di Forte Busa we reach Passo di Rolle (1957 m). Afterwards we descend 
into the valley with the same number of bends and hairpin bends until we reach the turnoff to Passo di Cereda (1369 m). Again the path leads steeply uphill. After a 
short stretch downhill, the next pass follows, the Forcella Aurine (1299 m). Then again on a narrow road downhill to Agordo. Here, turn right and then left again to 
the next pass, Passo Duran (1601 m). At the end of the pass road in Dont the tour turns right and after about 3 km left again to Passo Cibiani (1536 m). At the end of 
the pass, the route continues to the left until Cortina d'Ampezzo. 
Here, turn left again towards Passo di Falzarego, but after a few kilometres turn left again up to Passo di Giau (2233 m). At the top of the pass there is a wonderful 
panoramic view!
Then again steeply downhill and on to Colle San Lucia. From there further downhill to Caprile. Here the road branches off to 
Passo di Fedaia (2057 m) turn right. At the top of the pass, Lake Fedaia and the Marmolada form a magnificent backdrop! 
Via Canazei we finally continue to the Karer Pass and past the magnificent Karer Lake to Ponte Nova, where the tour 
continues on the left. Via Deutschnofen and Aldein we finally 
reach Montan again. 
Total length about 310 km


